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Sound velocity and absorption in a coarsening foam

Nicolás Mujica* and Ste´phan Fauve
Laboratoire de Physique Statistique, Ecole Normale Supe´rieure, 24 rue Lhomond, 75231 Paris Cedex 05, France

~Received 10 December 2001; revised manuscript received 4 June 2002; published 19 August 2002!

We present experimental measurements of sound velocity and absorption in a commercial shaving foam. We
observe that both quantities evolve with time as the foam coarsens increasing its mean bubble radius^R&. By
varying the acoustic frequency we probe the foam from the large wavelength regime,l'1500̂ R&, down to the
scalel'20̂ R&. Sound absorptiona varies significantly with both the foam age and the excitation frequency.
After an initial transition time of 20 min, the attenuation per wavelength,al, varies linearly with the foam age.
In addition, for evolution times smaller than'90 min, we observe thatal scales linearly with both foam age
and frequency. From these scalings we show that the thermal dissipation mechanism is the dominant one.
Sound velocityc is initially frequency independent but the medium becomes slightly dispersive as the foam
coarsens. We observe that sound velocity depends on the evolution of the structure of the foam, even in the
large wavelength regime. After 2 h of foam coarsening,c decreases at least by a factor of 20%, due to the
softening of the foam. These facts are explained by considering the liquid matrix elasticity, due to the presence
of surfactant molecules. A simple model of foam structure, combined with results of Biot’s theory for porous
media, gives both good qualitative and quantitative agreement with our experimental results in the low fre-
quency regime.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.021404 PACS number~s!: 82.70.Rr, 43.20.1g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound propagation through bubbly liquids has attrac
much attention, from both theoretical@1–5# and experimen-
tal points of view@6–10#. The presence of gas bubbles in
liquid profoundly affects its acoustic properties. For e
ample, a common feature of bubbly liquids is the very lo
speed of sound that can be reached, even at very smal
volume fractions. In general, the effective sound speedceff
can be lower than both the speed in the pure liquidcl and in
the pure gascg . This reduction is in fact due to the hig
contrast of acoustic properties of both media. More precis
the density of the mixture is dominated by the density of
liquid and its compressibility is given by that of the gas, th
a lower effective sound velocity is expected.

It is also known that liquids containing a small amount
gas bubbles possess a relatively high sound attenuation
pared to the gas-free liquid@11,12#. The sound wave damp
ing is mainly due to three mechanisms, namely, the visco
of the surrounding liquid, the gas thermal conductivity, a
the scattering of sound by the bubble@11–14#. We note that
the last mechanism is not a dissipative phenomenon, b
effectively removes energy from the incident sound wa
reemitting it in other directions than the incident one.

Most of theoretical and experimental studies on sou
propagation in bubbly liquids deal with the limit of ver
small gas volume fractionf!1. In addition, theoretica
models generally assume that the acoustic wavelengt
much larger than the typical bubble size. Commander
Prosperetti@10# give an extensive review of the subject a
show the validity of an effective-medium approach~the van
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Wijngaarden–Papanicolaou model@1,4,5#! by comparison
with the experimental data available at the time. They c
clude that the quoted model is valid for acoustic frequenc
v much smaller than the bubble resonant frequencyv r .
Even at gas volume fractions of the order of 531024, dis-
crepancies between the experimental and theoretical va
of sound attenuation were found forv'v r . They offer as
explanation the fact that at resonance the scattering c
section of a single bubble increases dramatically, then bre
ing down the assumption that the bubbles do not inter
The problem of the effect of bubble interactions on the sou
propagation has been theoretically studied only recently, b
at low @15# and high gas volume fractions@16#. An interest-
ing prediction of these theoretical studies is that the so
velocity is found to increase with respect to the nonintera
ing effective-medium result@15,16#, but almost no experi-
mental work has been carried out to test this result.

If we increasef enough, bubbles will eventually come i
contact, producing a foam. Contrary to bubbly liquids
small gas volume fraction, very little work has been done
sound propagation through foams. From an experime
point of view we believe that this is due to the high abso
tion of acoustic waves in these systems, which makes ac
tic measurements a difficult task. Another possible reaso
the difficulty in obtaining reproductive bubble distribution
a problem also found in the experiments concerning l
bubble concentrations@10#. However, some interesting ex
perimental results were obtained by Orenbakh and Shush
@17#, who present an attempt of verification of the depe
dence of the effective sound velocityc on the gas volume
fraction f @as given by Eq.~2! of Sec. I B#. For f'0.95
they measuredc'50 m/s, which is of the order of our mea
sured values. In addition, they measured the sound atte
tion coefficienta; for acoustic frequencies between 1 and
kHz they found that it varies from 1 to 5 m21. Another
interesting work is the study of shear wave propagation
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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Sunet al. @18#, where a much lower velocityc'3 m/s was
reported. The difference in magnitude between the comp
sional and shear velocities shows that a foam is much ea
to shear than to compress. Concerning theoretical stud
Gol’dfarb and co-workers have studied the heat transfer
fect on the absorption of sound in foams@19,20#. We note
that they neglect the heat transfer between bubbles, thus
glecting thermal interactions. In Ref.@20# they also review
the experimental results known at the time and they comp
them with their theory. Concerning thef dependence ofc,
the situation seems somewhat confusing, as they pre
some experimental results in agreement with their predic
and some others in disagreement. In general, the few ex
mental results that they were aware of seem to indicate thc
is higher than the predicted value given by a sim
effective-medium approach, the difference varying from 10
to 50%.

In this work we present an experimental study of sou
propagation through a coarsening shaving foam~Gillette
regular@21#!. We study the aging and the frequency depe
dence of acoustic propagation. In particular, we show t
sound velocity and absorption are quantities that evolve
time. As the mean bubble radius grows by coarsening and
varying the acoustic frequency, we are then able to vary
acoustic wavelengthl from the large wavelength regime
l'1500̂ R&, down to l'20̂ R&, where ^R& is the mean
bubble radius. In the later regime either dissipative effects
multiple scattering effects and bubble interactions are
pected to become important. From the dependence of
sound absorption on both time and sound frequency we
also identify the dominant damping mechanism as the th
mal dissipation. Finally, we also address in this paper
question of the theoretical prediction of the sound speed
foam and the mechanism that explains its evolution, nam
the liquid matrix elasticity due to the presence of surfact
molecules. To our knowledge, this is the first experimen
study of the acoustic properties of a coarsening foam.

This paper is organized as follows: we first review so
general characteristics of aqueous foams in Sec. I A and
theoretical treatments of sound propagation through bub
liquids in Sec. I B. The experimental setup and the acou
measurement methods are presented in Sec. II. We
present our experimental results in Sec. III and we show h
the foam coarsening is probed by acoustic measureme
Finally, a discussion of our results and the conclusions
given in Sec. IV.

A. Aqueous foams

Aqueous foams are diphasic systems with a high conc
tration of gas bubbles in a liquid matrix of small volum
fraction, thusf&1. In general, surfactant molecules a
present in the liquid in order to decrease the bubble sur
tension~reducing then the energy required to form a bubb!
and to increase the stability of the liquid films.

An important characteristic of foams is that they are ne
in equilibrium. They are intrinsically unstable and evolve
time. Three aging mechanisms can be identified:~i! the liq-
uid can drain due to gravity, imposing density gradients
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the sample;~ii ! the films that separate bubbles can beco
too thin and, in consequence, unstable, causing their rup
and the coalescence of adjacent bubbles;~iii ! the bubble vol-
ume can vary due to gas diffusion through the liquid film
due to Laplace pressure differences. In foams of high c
centration of bubbles, i.e., of high gas volume fraction, th
are large viscous forces that oppose the fluid drainage
fact, polymers are generally added to the liquid to incre
its viscosity, thus mechanism~i! can be very slow. Also, if
surfactants are added to the liquid, the bubble interfaces
very stable under coalescence processes, so mechanism~ii ! is
negligible too. As in most foams the bubble size distributi
is random, so process~iii ! cannot be eliminated and it alway
occurs. Nevertheless, gases of poor solubility and poor
fusivity can be used to minimize coarsening. Thus, un
certain conditions, the dominant aging mechanism is the
diffusion between bubbles. This is indeed the case in shav
foams, as it has been shown experimentally@22,23#.

When the coarsening process is due to interbubble
diffusion, experiments have shown that foams reach a s
ing state @22–24#. This means that the foam structure
dominated by the time evolution of a single length sca
which can be the radius mean value^R(t)& ~the average is
performed over a given bubble configuration!. More pre-
cisely, this means that if we rescale the bubble radius by
time-dependent length, then the bubble size distribution
comes asymptotically time independent. As a consequenc
this scaling state, it has been shown that the mean bu
radius follows a parabolic law of the form@25#

^R~ t !&22^R~ to!&2'A~ t2to!, ~1!

where to is an arbitrary reference time andA is a constant.
Previous experiments on shaving foams give^R(t)&'15, 30,
and 50 mm for t'20, 120, and 480 min@22,23#. In practice,
the parabolic law is used to test if the foam has reache
scaling state or not.

Nevertheless, some attention should be drawn to the fo
density evolution due to drainage. Experimental observati
on Gillette regular samples, of'7 cm height, show that the
average gas volume fraction remains constant for the first
of foam aging@23#. At later times,f is seen to increase
slowly and a density gradient appears in the sample (f in-
creases more rapidly at the higher part of the sample!. After
4 and 8 h, the spatial average off increases by a factor o
0.5% and 1%, respectively~the spatial average is taken ov
two measurements, at 1.5 and 5 cm above the bottom of
vessel!. Thus, over the same time scales, the average den
decreases by factors of;7% and;14%, respectively. Such
relatively small changes inf are crucial to the density
changes, which can indeed affect the foam acoustic pro
ties. It must be noticed that as drainage depends on the f
sample geometry, in particular, on its height, these numb
are not universal. However, they agree in order of magnit
with the density changes of our own foam samples.

B. Theoretical aspects of sound propagation in bubbly liquids

This section consists in a review of the most importa
aspects of sound propagation through bubbly liquids in
4-2
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limit f!1. Nevertheless, we note that the very definition
the effective sound speed does not depend on this limit.

The most simple effective-medium approach states
when the wavelength is much larger than the scale of
inhomogeneties, the wave propagation does not depen
the fine details of the mixture. The wave then probes
effective homogeneous medium with average acoustic p
erties@1,4,5,10#. Thus, for a liquid/gas mixture we can writ
for the effective sound speed,

ceff
2 5

1

^r&^x&
, ~2!

where ^r&5frg1(12f)r l and ^x&5fxg1(12f)x l are
the average density and the average compressibility, res
tively. We note that this definition is quite general, in t
sense that it is used for different kinds of diphasic syste
such as suspensions, emulsions, and bubbly liquids. It
apparently first written by Wood@26# and Herzfeld@27#, and
is often referred as Wood’s formula. In this simple model,
system is characterized by the knowledge of the macrosc
quantityf, and no details on the statistical bubble distrib
tion are needed.

In the case of bubbly liquids,r l@rg andx l!xg , and Eq.
~2! takes the approximated form

ceff
2 '

1

r lxg~12f!f
. ~3!

We note that this expression implicitly assumes that the
uid and the bubbles move with the same velocity through
the acoustic wave. This is indeed the case at low acou
frequencies, when the viscous boundary layer is much la
than the bubble size,n l /v@R2 (n l5m l /r l is the liquid ki-
nematic viscosity,v is the acoustic angular frequency, andR
is the typical bubble size!. In this case viscous forces dom
nate over dynamic forces and the bubbles are driven by
liquid. This was noted by Crespo@2#, who also showed tha
in the opposite limit,n l /v!R2, Eq. ~3! must be replaced by

ceff
2 '

112f

r lxg~12f!f
. ~4!

Thus, if bubbles move with respect to the liquid, sou
waves propagate faster.

None of the above expressions ofceff take into account
the structure of the bubbly liquid, thus the statistics of t
bubble distribution do not play any role. In addition, sou
attenuation is discarded. To go a step further, one has to
into account the fact that a bubble in a sound field behave
a forced harmonic oscillator, its stiffness being given by
gas compressibility and the inertia by the liquid density. F
an isolated bubble that undergoes adiabatic radial osc
tions, the angular resonance frequency is given by@28#

v r
25

3gPo

r lR
2

, ~5!
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wherePo is the ambient pressure andg is the specific heat
ratio. This expression can be understood as follows: a
bubble that undergoes adiabatic compressions has astiffness
of ordergPoR and aradiation massof orderr lR

3, thus the
natural frequency scales likeAgPo /r lR

2. For an air bubble
of radius R'10 mm in water, the resonance frequency
v r/2p'325 kHz. It is interesting to note that at resonan
the associated acoustic wavelength is much larger than
bubble size,l r52pcl /v r'4.5 mm. In addition, for small
bubbles, we must take into account surface tension effe
We then replace in the above expressionPo→Po12s/R,
wheres is the liquid/gas surface tension.

A more elaborated effective-medium approach, the v
Wijngaarden-Papanicolaou model@10#, gives the following
dispersion relation for the complex wave numberk in the
low gas volume fraction limitf!1:

k25
v2

cl
2

14pv2E
0

` RF~R!dR

v r
22v222ibv

, ~6!

wherev is the acoustic pulsation,F(R) is the normalized
bubble size distribution function, andb is the damping con-
stant~note that in spite of its name,b is a function ofR and
v). This dispersion relation is analogous to the complex
dex of refraction of dilute gases and ‘‘nondense’’ dielect
materials@29#. In a bubbly liquid,b involves three contribu-
tions, viscous and thermal dissipation mechanisms and so
scattering,b5bv1bth1bsc @11–14#. The phase velocityc
and the absorptiona are, therefore, defined as

c5
v

Re@k~v!#
, a5Im@k~v!#. ~7!

This effective-medium approach has the advantage tha
provides an explicit form for the damping constantb @10#. It
is interesting to note that the dispersion relation~6! can also
be obtained by a multiple scattering approach for the coh
ent part of the acoustic wave@4,6#, but in this caseb is
introduced by hand.

Concerning the validity of this dispersion relation, we r
mark that whenv!v r andf!1, such that scattering effect
are small, there is a good agreement between the valuesc
and a predicted by Eq.~6! and those obtained experimen
tally @10#. Only for wide bubble size distributions@7# and for
two-dimensional bubble screens@8#, the agreement can b
extended to a wider range of frequencies, up tov*v r @10#.

A final remark concerning the dispersion relation~6!: if
we definexg51/gPo and use the definition

f5
4p

3 E
0

`

R3F~R!dR, ~8!

it is easy to show that forF(R8)5nd(R82R) and small
dissipation, such thatbv!v r

2 , and considering the leadin
order terms inv/v r!1, f!1, andceff /cl!1, the dispersion
relation ~6! becomes
4-3
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k5
v

ceff
S 11

i

2
d D , ~9!

where d52bv/v r
2 is the dimensionless damping consta

andceff is given by Eq.~3! up to orderf. From Eq.~7! we
also obtainc5ceff anda5vd/(2ceff).

In most of the experimental situations of interest it is w
accepted that for driving frequencies less than the bub
resonance, thermal dissipation is the dominant damp
mechanism; on the contrary, for frequencies greater than
bubble resonance, the scattering damping dominates@11–14#
~for a review, see the book of Leighton, Chap. 4.4.2@30#!.

It is interesting to have a look at the form of each term
the dimensionless damping constant@10,14#:

dv5
4m lv

r lR
2v r

2
, ~10!

dsc5
Rv3

clv r
2

, ~11!

d th5
Po

r lR
2v r

2
Im@ F̃~R,v!#, ~12!

whereF̃(R,v) is a complex function that turns out to depe
on the single variableh52R/ l t , where l t5A2Dg /v is the
gas thermal boundary layer thickness andDg is the gas ther-
mal diffusivity. The low frequency limith→0 gives

d th→
4R2v

3Dg
, ~13!

which is accurate within 5% and 10% forh&2.4 andh
&2.8, respectively. The high frequency limith→` gives

d th→
3~g21!

2R
A2Dg

v
, ~14!

which in turn is accurate within 5% and 10% forh*50 and
h*25, respectively. To give an idea of the relative value
the different damping terms, for a water/air mixture withR
'10 mm and v/2p'40 kHz, we estimated th'1.6, dv
'2.431023, and dsc'2.531025. Thus, in the low fre-
quency range, the thermal dissipation is indeed the domin
damping mechanism. Finally, in view of our experimen
results, using Eqs.~13! and ~14! in Eq. ~9!, such thatd!1,
we find that for a water/air mixture the following scalings f
the thermal contribution to the sound absorption are
tained:

a thl→ 4pvR2

3Dg
~15!

for h→0 and

a thl→ 3p~g21!

2
A2Dg

vR2
~16!
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for h→`, whereceff5l f . We finally remark that these ex
pressions are valid to leading order ind.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment consists in measuring the propagation
acoustic pulses through aging foams. In all the experime
shaving cream is used as a sample~Gillette regular@21#!.
This choice has been motivated in part by the number
experimental studies done on this kind of foam and in part
the stability and reproducibility of the samples@22–24#.

Two different experimental setups are used depending
the explored acoustic frequencies. At low frequencies
only measure the sound velocityc. This is due to the fact tha
at low frequencies the acoustic absorption length 1/a is of
the order of 0.3–1 m@17#, and we then need an experime
of these dimensions in order to measure it accurately. As
work with commercial shaving foams, we cannot produ
these amounts of foam in a homogeneous way. At hig
frequencies, as 1/a becomes of the order of 1 cm or less, w
are able to measure bothc and a by probing the acoustic
pressure as a function of the distance of propagation i
more reasonable volume of foam.

For all the experiments the average density of the fo
^r& is controlled at the beginning of foam aging and af
each measurement, at a given foam age. This is done
measuring the mass of foam contained in a known volum
The balance has a sensitivity of 0.01 g~Mettler Toledo
PB602!, so the final density sensitivity is'62 mg/cm3.
The foam temperature is maintained constant by control
the ambient temperature at 21.561 °C.

At low frequencies a 45-mm-diameter and 7-mm-thi
piston is used as an acoustic source. Figure 1~a! shows a
sketch of this setup. The frequency can be varied in the ra
1 kHz–10 kHz. The experimental results presented here
respond tof 55 kHz. The piston is driven by an electrome
chanical vibration exciter~B&K 4810! and its response is
followed by a piezoelectric accelerometer~B&K 4393!.
Fresh foam samples are injected in a 60-mm-interi
diameter and 90-mm-height cylindrical container. The co
tainer’s wall is made of plexiglass and the vibrator is used
a base. With this setup, the foam is enclosed in the plexig
tube~however, the sample is not sealed!, and no humidity air
saturation was found to be necessary. The incident acou
pulse is obtained by means of exciting the vibrator with
amplitude modulated electric pulse, centered at a frequenf
with Nc cycles. The reception is done by a piezoelectric pr
sure sensor with a 40 kHz resonant frequency~PCB
106B50!, the sensitivity being 80.8 mV/kPa. As we measu
both the piston response and the acoustic pressure, we
measure both the time of flight and the amplitude of t
pressure signal. Thus, the distance between the piston su
and the pressure sensor is left fixed atL556 mm, which
ensures that measurements are done in the far field of
piston. The electric pulse is generated by an arbitrary fu
tion generator~Wavetek 395!, and the number of cycles ca
be varied between a few cycles (Nc53) to a semicontinuous
pulse (Nc*100). Nevertheless, to avoid interferences due
reflections at the ends of the tube, all the pulses are chose
4-4
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be shorter thanL ~thus, in general,Nc&7). This electric
pulse is amplified by a power amplifier~B&K 2706! and the
detected pressure signal is filtered and amplified by a l
noise preamplifier~Standford Research Systems 560!. Typi-
cal gains vary between 103 and 104. The piston velocity and
the amplified acoustic pressure signal are then measure
an oscilloscope~Lecroy 4374L! and transferred to a powe
PC via a general purpose interface bus board. The so
speedc is then obtained by measuring the time of flighttfl
between the piston velocity and the pressure signal.

The second experimental setup is almost the same bu
incident acoustic pulses are now generated by acoustic tr
ducers. Figure 1~b! shows a sketch of this setup. To explo
different frequencies, two different transducers are used
the pulse emission: a contact transducer is used af
537 kHz ~Panametrics X1021! and an air coupled trans
ducer atf 563 and 84 kHz~ITC 9071!. With this last trans-
ducer the acoustic impedance matching with the foam
much better. The fresh foam samples are injected in a
mm-diameter and 40-mm-height cylindrical container. T
container’s wall is plexiglass, while the base is polyvin
chloride. The acoustic transducers are mounted conce
cally on the base, with the active surface directed into
plexiglass cylinder. Thus, during an experiment, the acou
transducer is in contact with the foam sample. In this case
reception is also done by a piezoelectric pressure senso
with a 500 kHz resonant frequency~PCB 113A02!. The sen-
sor is followed by an in-line charge amplifier~PCB 402A11!,
the final sensitivity being 3.2 mV/kPa. The distanceL be-
tween the acoustic transducer and the pressure sensor is
trolled by a micrometer displacement controller, with a re
lution of 20 mm ~Micro-Controle M-UMR5.25!. The
electric signal generation and the pressure signal meas

FIG. 1. Sketches of the experimental apparatus.~a! Low acous-
tic frequencies:~1! electromechanical vibration exciter,~2! piston,
~3! piezoelectric accelerometer, and~4! pressure sensor.~b! High
acoustic frequencies:~1! acoustic transducer,~2! pressure sensor
and ~3! micrometer displacement controller.
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ments are done in the same way as for the first setup. Bu
this case, the electric signal used to excite the acoustic tr
ducers is amplified by a high speed power amplifier~NF
Electronic Instruments 4005!. Finally, the electric impulse
and the amplified acoustic pressure are the signals tha
measured by the oscilloscope and transferred to the po
PC. To measurec anda, the distanceL is varied by constant
steps.

At high frequencies and for large distances of propa
tion, or large aging times, the acoustic pressures can be q
low, of the order of a few pascals. As the level of the ele
tronic noise of the pressure sensor is of the order of 40 P
is necessary to average the pressure signal for about 10
400 sweeps. Depending on the number of sweeps, this a
aging process takes between 2 and 6 s, which is fast c
pared to the time evolution of the foam. Finally, within th
second setup, only the upper surface of the foam sample
contact with air. As the pressure sensor is immersed in
foam sample, this surface is always quite far from the prob
volume, at least 20 mm farther. For the explored foam a
the evaporation of water is only seen to affect a thin layer
the surface of the sample, typically 1–2 mm thin. Thus,
do not need to saturate the air humidity because the pro
volume is not affected by water evaporation. We verified t
point by performing some measurements under humid
saturated atmosphere; no changes were observed.

An important point is the reproducibility of the exper
ments. We observe that our measurements are very sens
to the foam production. As we use commercial shav
foams, the state of the initial foam varies from one sample
another. There are at least two important parameters:
foam average densitŷr& and the bubble size distributio
F(R,t), where t denotes the aging time. The foam dens
depends slightly on the foam tube history; it is mainly co
stant for the first 10–20 samples produced from the sa
tube ~the foam then tends to become more liquid!. For dif-
ferent tubes, we find that the density varies slightly. In ge
eral, the average foam density is measured to be^r&
50.07660.005 g/cm3, which corresponds to a gas volum
fraction f50.92460.005.

Once the density is controlled, the principal effect on t
acoustic measurements is due to the bubble size distribu
We observe that for short evolution times, or low excitati
frequencies, it is the mean bubble size^R(t)& that determines
the foam acoustic properties. Nevertheless, as we incr
the excitation frequency and tend to probe more effectiv
the ‘‘details’’ of the foam structure, the measurements b
come quite sensitive to the details ofF(R,t) and its evolu-
tion. It is clear thatF(R,t) is in part fixed by the interior
geometry of the foam tube~size of pores through which th
foam is forced, etc.!, parameters that we do not control at a
Another parameter that is seen to affectF(R,t) at the pro-
duction of the foam is the velocity of the foam at the exit
the tube. In practice, this means that we have to produce
foam at a constant velocity, constant during its product
and also between different sample productions.

To reduce then the possible errors due to the variation
F(R,t) and ^r& from one sample to another, we perfor
several measurements ofa andc ~between 5 and 20!, keep-
4-5
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ing unchanged the other experimental conditions. We t
perform ensemble averages overa and c. This averaging
procedure allows us to determine these quantities with r
tive errors smaller than 15%~in most cases 10%! and 5%,
respectively.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Low frequency results

We start this section by presenting our experimental
sults at low frequency, namely,f 55 kHz andNc55. Figure
2 shows typical time series of the piston velocityvp and the
acoustic pressurep. The foam age is about 10 min and th
initial time is given by the end of foam production. As th
vibration exciter has a nearly flat frequency response aro
the excitation frequency, the piston velocity is seen to foll
the electric pulse quite well. The acoustic pressure signa
also seen to follow the piston velocity, with the expect
delay due to the pulse propagation. From this kind of data
definepmax andtfl as the maximum pressure amplitude of t
acoustic pulse and the time between the maxima of the
ton velocity and acoustic pressure pulse. Finally, the
served small second pulse in Fig. 2~b! is due to reflections a
both ends of the tube, as its extra flight time is approximat
double of the flight time of the first acoustic pulse.

We then present in Fig. 2~c! the time evolution of the
ensemble-averaged sound velocityc5L/tfl , for '8 h of
foam aging. To avoid confusions we note that we are dea
with the propagation of finite pulses and that there does
seems to be much pulse distortion, thus the measured ve
ity is the group velocity. As the system can be dispersiv
should not be identified with the phase velocity. Measu
ments on five different foam samples were done. The e
bars correspond to the standard deviations obtained.
ensemble-averaged density iŝr&50.07660.005 g/cm3.
For each sample the value of^r& is measured at the begin
ning of the foam aging. Within this setup the foam dens
does not vary during the first 2 h of foam aging. After 8 h of
aging, a 5%–20% average decrease with respect to the in
value of ^r& is measured. We observe that the exact va
depends on the height at which the foam density is measu
the density change being higher near the top surface
smaller at the middle of the foam sample. In fact, for lo
times we observe the formation of a very thin layer of liqu
on the vibration exciter surface, which confirms that the
erage density change is due to liquid drainage. The orde
magnitude of the observed average density reduction i
agreement with previously published data@23#.

We then observe a decreasing behavior of the sound
locity with time. At early times it has a value of 65 m/s an
then decreases and tends to'50 m/s. The correspondin
acoustic wavelengthl5c/ f varies from 1.3 cm to'1 cm
with foam aging. This indeed corresponds to the large wa
length regimel@^R&. As expected from the discussion
given in the Introduction, we measure a much lower effect
sound speed compared to both sound speeds in the liquid
gas components of the mixture that composes the foam.

A very important experimental observation is that t
foam softens with aging. This point has been clearly est
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lished for the shear elastic modulus of a coarsening fo
@23,24#. However, the bulk elastic modulus of a foam do
not seem to have been studied. Considering a foam a
viscoelastic solid, we can define the longitudinal sound sp
asc5A(K14m/3)/^r&, whereK andm are the macroscopic
bulk and shear elastic moduli, respectively@31#. Therefore,
for fresh foamsc'65 m/s and thenK'3.23105 Pa, and
after 2 h of coarseningc'53 m/s, andK decreases to
'2.13105 Pa. We remark that we have usedK@m, since a
foam is usually considered as incompressible. In fact,
find that for fresh foams,K is '700 times larger than the
reported values ofm @23,24#. It should be noticed that the
frequencies of the shearing experiments reported in@23,24#

FIG. 2. Time series of piston velocityvp ~a! and acoustic pres-
sure p ~b!, for L556 mm, f 55 kHz, Nc55, and ^r&50.074
60.002 g/cm3. Foam age is about 10 min. From this kind of da
we definepmax and tfl as the maximum pressure amplitude of t
acoustic pulse and the time of flight, which is measured between
maxima of the piston velocity and acoustic pressure pulse.~c! Time
evolution of the ensemble-averaged sound velocityc for f
55 kHz. The ensemble-averaged density iŝr&50.076
60.005 g/cm3.
4-6
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are very low, typically in the rangef 50.04–3 Hz. Thus, the
exact value ofm ~to be compared withK) is expected to be
different at f 55 kHz, but we do not expect it to change
order of magnitude.

Thus, as foam density does not vary significantly dur
the first few hours of foam aging, we can then conclude t
the main mechanism responsible for the reduction of
sound speed with time is the increment of foam compre
ibility, or in other words, the softening of its elastic bu
modulus. Furthermore, we believe that the observed sat
tion of c is due to a competition between the increment
foam compressibility and the average density reduction
the foam’s volume. In fact, measurements performed up
17 h of foam aging show thatc finally slightly increases with
time, about 3% during the last 8 h. If the density reduction
the only mechanism for this small increment ofc, we expect
it to change by an amount of the order of 10%. Therefore,
observed long time behavior ofc must be due to the compe
tition between both effects.

The main results of the low frequency experiments are
following ones:~i! acoustic measurements allow us to pro
the foam coarsening.~ii ! As expected, the effective soun
speed is found to be much lower than the sound speed
both components of the foam.~iii ! The sound speed reduc
tion is due to the softening of the foam, i.e., the foam ten
to be more compressible with aging time.

Nevertheless, for long times the liquid drainage is seen
affect the foam density profile, and thus sound propagat
Taking into account our observations on the evolution of^r&,
we then consider that acoustic measurements are of m
utility during the first 4 h of foam coarsening. This mean
that we can use acoustic measurements for the determin
of the bulk elastic modulus of a coarsening foam. For lon
times, the main problem is the appearance of a density
dient in the system and a significant change of the aver
density; however, combined acoustic and density meas
ments can give important qualitative information about
foam properties and its aging.

B. High frequency results

We now present results concerning higher excitation
quencies, namely,f 537, 63, and 84 kHz. Considering th
foam sound velocity to be of the order of 50 m/s, the
frequencies correspond to wavelengths of the order of
0.8, and 0.6 mm, respectively. We recall that our experim
tal setup allows us to measure botha andc in this frequency
regime.

In Fig. 3 we present the time evolution of the pressu
pulse maximum pmax and the flight time tfl for L
515 mm, f 537 kHz, Nc57, and ^r&50.078
60.002 g/cm3. We note that the flight timetfl is now de-
fined as the time difference between the maxima of the e
tric input and the acoustic pulse. We observe that as the f
coarsens the transmitted acoustic signal becomes smalle
ter 90 min, the acoustic amplitudepmax decreases approxi
mately by a factor of 50. Thus, at high frequencies and as
mean bubble size increases with time, the acoustic abs
tion in the foam increases in a significant way. Also, af
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this time, the flight timetfl slightly increases. Thus, as w
already observed at low frequencies, as the foam coars
sound velocity decreases. Figure 3~a! shows thatpmax de-
creases exponentially with time, with a characteristic de
time t of the order of 22 min. We note that this decay tim
depends onL, and we roughly findt}1/L. At this propaga-
tion distance,L515 mm, after 120 min the acoustic sign
decreases to'1 Pa. This value corresponds to the reso
tion of our acquisition system~sensor sensitivity1 averag-
ing process1 oscilloscope resolution!. On the other hand
Fig. 3~b! shows thattfl evolves according to the lawa
1bt1/2, with a50.30860.001 ms and b58.2
60.1 ms/min1/2. We remark that these ‘‘nice’’ behaviors o
pmax and tfl with aging timet are not observed at low fre
quencies.

An important feature is the dependence ofpmax andtfl on
L. As the foam evolves with time, we must make fast me
surements for different values ofL. The term ‘‘fast’’ means
that the measurement should take a time much smaller
the typical decay times. This is done by moving the press
sensor manually with the micrometer displacement contro
and measuringpmax andtfl . The motion is in the direction of
the acoustic transducer, so we decreaseL by constant steps
A typical run for severalL ’s takes about 1 min, which is
indeed short compared to the decay times. Figure 4~a! shows
that pmax also decreases exponentially withL ~for a ‘‘fixed’’
evolution time!. The data were taken 30 min after the foa
production. The continuous line shows an exponential fit
the form pmax5poe2aL, with po51.0760.01 kPa anda
516063 m21. Now, we defineDL5L2L1 and Dtfl5tfl
2tfl1 , whereL1 andtfl1 are the shortest measured distan
of propagation and flight time. Figure 4~b! then presentsDL
as a function ofDtfl , and the slope of this curve gives
direct measurement of sound velocity; in this casec555.1

FIG. 3. ~a! In loge-linear scale, time evolution ofpmax for L
515 mm, f 537 kHz, Nc57, and^r&50.07860.002 g/cm3. ~b!
tfl vs t1/2. Continuous lines show the fitspmax5poe2t/t and tfl

5a1bt1/2, with po531463 Pa, t522.160.3 min, a50.308
60.001 ms, andb58.260.1 ms/min1/2.
4-7
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60.3 m/s. We remark that this method avoids the effects
the thin liquid layer between the transducer and the fo
formed by drainage@32#.

Considering our experimental results we observe, as
pected, that the acoustic pressure has the following form

p~x,t !}pmax~x,t !ei [vt2k(t)x] , ~17!

pmax~x,t !}e2a(t)x, ~18!

wherek(t)5v/c(t) is the wave number,c(t) is the sound
velocity, anda(t) is the absorption coefficient@thea(t) and
c(t) notation indicates the effect of foam coarsening#. These

FIG. 4. ~a! In loge-linear scale,pmax versusL. ~b! DL versus
Dtfl . The continuous lines show the fitspmax5poe2aL and DL
5cDtfl , with po51.0760.01 kPa, a516063 1/m, and c
555.160.3 m/s. The measurement was made 30 min after
foam production. f 537 kHz, Nc57, and ^r&50.080
60.002 g/cm3.
02140
f

x-

are the basic acoustic quantities that we can measure.
note that in our problem there are clearly two different tim
scales, one associated with the foam evolution and the o
with the sound frequency, such thatt@1/f . There are also
three length scales, given byl, 1/a, and^R&, which in gen-
eral are well separated, i.e., 1/a.l@^R&. However, as will
be shown for high frequencies and large foam ages, the
sorption length can be comparable to the acoustic wa
length,l;1/a ~see below!.

The evolution in time ofal andc for different frequen-
cies is displayed in Fig. 5. For comparison, we also show
Fig. 5~b! the values ofc obtained atf 55 kHz. At high
frequencies, each point corresponds to an ensemble ave
of at least seven independent experimental runs.

We observe thatal increases with time for allf. Also, for
a fixed foam age,al increases withf. Thus, we can conclude
that as we probe the smaller scales of the foam structure~by
increasing^R& or decreasingl) the sound is more effec
tively attenuated. We observe that the fluctuations ofal in-
crease with bothf and the foam aging time~see the size of
the error bars!. This reflects the sensitivity of the acoust
absorption measurements to the details of the foam disor
We also observe that as foam coarsens, the two length sc
1/a andl become comparable.

Another interesting feature is that after an initial transiti
time of '20 min, al seems to follow a linear dependenc
on t. We present then in Fig. 5~a! the corresponding linear fits
al5a1bt, which are done fort.20 min. These linear
evolution laws fit quite well the ensemble-averaged values
al. Recalling the parabolic law Eq.~1!, we conclude that the
time dependence of the quantityal is given by the evolution
of the square of the dominant length scale in the foam,
mean bubble radius, i.e.,a(t)l(t)}^R(t)&2.

Concerning sound velocity, we observe that at high f
quenciesc also decreases with time; it has an initial value
the order of 63 m/s and it decreases to'45 m/s after 4 h of
aging. As the density does not change significantly on
evolution time scale, we confirm our previous result that

e

FIG. 5. ~a! Time evolution ofal for f 537 (s), 63 (m), and 84 (h) kHz. The continuous lines correspond to linear fitsal5a1bt for
t.20 min. The parameters area50.159, 0.097, and 0.175,b52.6131023, 7.8431023, and 9.5831023 min21, respectively. The linear
regression coefficients areRc50.9996, 0.9998, and 0.9992, respectively.~b! Time evolution ofc, in linear-log10 scale, forf 55 (l), 37
(s), 63 (m), and 84 (h) kHz. The ensemble-averaged density is^r&50.07660.005 g/cm3.
4-8
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FIG. 6. ~a! Time evolution of the scaled quantityal/ f . ~b! al versuŝ h&2, where^h&52^R&/ l t ; f 537 (s), 63 (m), and 84 (h) kHz,
and l t56.6, 5.0, and 4.4mm, respectively.
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foam softens as it coarsens. Concerning the frequency de
dence we note that for short times we do not observe
velocity dispersion. Nevertheless, as time evolves a clear
locity dispersion appears; after 2 h of aging, the lowest f
quency value is clearly higher than the highest freque
value, by approximately a factor 20%, andc thus becomes a
decreasing function off. We believe that the only possibl
explanation for this time-dependent velocity dispersion is
existence of a characteristic time scale that depends on
mean bubble radiuŝR(t)&. A natural choice seems to be th
inverse of the bubble resonant frequency. In fact, in the li
f!1, sound velocity dispersion is observed as the reson
frequency is approached@8,10#, and forv&v r , c decreases
with f. We note that this velocity dispersion is also predict
by the dispersion relation~6!. Nevertheless, the definition o
a resonant frequency in a concentrated foam does not s
clear, and we do not have the analogous expressions to
~5! and ~6!.

From the velocity data of Fig. 5~b!, we can estimate the
evolution of the ratiol/^R& for all the explored frequencies
To obtain ^R& we use Eq.~1! and we roughly estimateA
55.07 mm2/min, to'20 min, and ^Ro&'14 mm, using
the visual observations reported in Ref.@24#. We obtain that
l/^R& decreases asymptotically as a power law oft, which is
due to the parabolic evolution of̂R& and the very small
dependence ofl on t. Depending on both the foam age an
the excitation frequency, this quantity decreases from'1500
to 20. Thus, due to the explored frequency range and
foam coarsening, we see that our experiments explore
regimesl@^R& andl'20̂ R&.

To conclude the presentation of our experimental resu
we plot in Fig. 6~a! the time evolution ofal/ f , for all f
together. We notice that this scaling works pretty well, s
cially at the shorter aging times, let us say fort&90 min.

Thus, the main results of the high frequency experime
are the following.

~i! Sound attenuation varies significantly with both foa
age and sound frequency. As we probe the smaller scale
the foam structure, by increasing^R& or by decreasingl, the
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sound is more effectively attenuated. The sound attenua
fluctuations are also seen to increase with time and
quency.

~ii ! For all the explored frequencies the sound veloc
decreases with foam age. Thus, the foam becomes m
compressible as it coarsens. Velocity dispersion is obser
for long evolution times. After 2 h of foam coarseningc has
clearly become a decreasing function off.

~iii ! The attenuation per wavelengthal is seen to be a
linear function of foam age, i.e.,al}t. Recalling the para-
bolic law for the evolution of̂ R(t)&, we can then state tha
this quantity scales asal}^R&2. In addition, for short times,
al is found to scale linearly with both foam age and fr
quency, so thatal}t f }^R&2f .

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Sound attenuation

Our measurements show that the acoustic attenuatio
very high compared to the attenuation in both component
the foam. We can qualitatively understand this fact by f
lowing an argument given by Landau and Lifshitz@33#. Let
us suppose that we have a gas bounded by a well defi
surface, which has both high thermal conductivity and h
rigidity compared to the gas, and consider that a sound w
in the gas undergoes a reflection on the wall’s surface. In
sound wave, the temperature oscillates periodically abou
mean value. Thus, near the rigid and highly conductive w
there is a periodically fluctuating temperature difference
tween the gas and the wall. But at the wall itself, the te
peratures of the wall and the fluid must be the same. T
generates a large temperature gradient in a thin boun
layer of the gas, where energy is dissipated by thermal c
duction. The same kind of argument shows that the gas
cosity also leads to a strong absorption of energy, beca
the velocity gradient is large at the boundary. We recall t
in the bulk of a homogeneous fluid, sound attenuation is
to the same physical mechanisms, but the temperature
velocity gradients are generated by the wave itself, such
they are of orderTac/l and vac/l, respectively@33#. Here,
4-9
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Tac andvac are the amplitude of the acoustic temperature a
velocity fluctuations. In general, these gradients are sm
compared to the gradients formed in a boundary layer
fact, it is well known that the ratio of the power losses at t
surface to the power losses in the gas volume is of orderl/ l ,
wherel is the molecular mean free path in the gas~see Chap-
ter 6.4 in Ref.@34#!. This can be easily shown by estimatin
the thermal power losses on the wall,Pwall

t , and the thermal
power losses in the volume,Pvol

t , as

Pwall
t }~Tac/ l t!

2, Pvol
t }~Tac/l!2, ~19!

wherel t5A2Dg /v is the thermal boundary layer. Thus,

Pwall
t

Pvol
t

}S l

l t
D 2

}
l

l
, ~20!

where in the last expression we have usedDg'cgl , l being
the molecular mean free path in the gas andcg the gas sound
speed. In a gas,n'cgl /Ag, and the same result is obtaine
for the ratio of the viscous power losses. The fact that
surface power losses dominate the volume power losses
plains why systems of high porosity and with high contra
of both thermal and acoustic properties, such as foams,
good acoustic attenuators.

As discussed in Sec. I B, there are several damp
mechanisms of an acoustic wave in a bubbly liquid, nam
the liquid viscosity, the gas thermal conductivity, and t
sound scattering. In principle, from both the frequency a
the bubble size dependence ofal, we should be able to
identify which of these mechanisms is dominant. In our e
periments, the bubble sizes vary with time due to gas di
sion, according to an evolution law of the form̂R&2}t. As
we measure a linear dependence ofal with time, we con-
clude thatal}^R&2. This scaling alone is a strong restrictio
to the possible damping mechanisms. On the other hand
observe that the quantityal scales likef for early foam ages,
approximately fort&90 min.

If we consider the scattering contribution given by E
~12!, we should expect a dependence of the formascl
}Rv3/v r

2 . This corresponds to Rayleigh scattering,a}v4,
valid in the large wavelength limitl@R. As discussed be
fore, in the case of concentrated foams, it is clear thatv r
cannot be given by Eq.~5!, and the question of a prope
definition of the bubble resonance in a concentrated fo
does not seems to be clear. As the density is greatly redu
compared to a dilute bubbly liquid, we do expect the re
nance to be shifted to higher frequencies. In any case, in
large wavelength regime, a Rayleigh scalingascl}v3 is ex-
pected. Thus, from our experimental results we can conc
that the scattering damping is not important to leading ord

An important point that has not been discussed is the
cous attenuation caused by the translational motion of
bubbles. In fact, the van Wijngaarden–Papanicolaou mo
considers the viscous attenuation due to the radial motio
the bubbles. But it has been argued that in the case of bu
liquids, for frequencies much smaller that the bubble re
nant frequency, the effects of viscosity on the translatio
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motion would dominate the effects caused by the radial
cillations @3,35#. Nevertheless, as discussed in the Introd
tion, it has been well established for bubbly liquids that t
thermal damping dominates forv!v r andf!1 @10#, such
that even if the translational viscous drag dominates the
dial viscous damping, it does not seem to be important
general, the relative importance of the different damp
mechanisms depends on the material constants of the sys
For example, Urick compares experimental results of so
attenuation in dilute kaolin and sand suspensions with
viscous-drag calculation ofav @36#. He finds a good agree
ment with theory and he concludes that the viscous d
between the fluid and the particles is the dominant damp
mechanism. On the other hand, Allegra and Hawley comp
viscous drag and thermal attenuations in an emulsion of 2
toluene in water and find that the thermal damping is do
nant @37#.

We must note that the asymptotic viscous-drag expr
sions of avl @36,37# take forms similar to those given b
Eqs.~15! and~16! for the thermal damping mechanism, su
that

avl}
vR2

n l
~21!

for R/ l v!1, with l v5A2n l /v, and

avl}A n l

vR2
~22!

for R/ l v@1. Thus, compared to our results, both low fr
quency expressions~15! and~21! give the correct scalings on
R andv. As the foam is concentrated, it seems quite unlik
to us that the sound wave could generate a relative mo
between the bubbles and the thin liquid films. To clear
this point, we estimate the viscous boundary layer forf
537, 63, and 84 kHz to bel v'2.9, 2.3, and 1.9mm, respec-
tively, where we approximaten l'1026 m2/s, as for water.
As the liquid channel thicknessh in our foams is'1 mm or
less, we conclude that bubbles are strongly coupled by
cous forces. The viscous forces are then so high, that
relative motion between the bubbles and the liquid is p
sible. However, if the frequency is increased enough, s
that l v decreases well belowh, we can expect the viscous
drag attenuation to become important. We finally conclu
that the main contribution to the sound attenuation is giv
by thermal dissipation.

We can indeed go a step further by comparing quant
tively our results with the theoretical predictions for the the
mal attenuation. To do so, we plot in Fig. 6~b! the experi-
mental attenuation per wavelength versus^h&2, where^h&
52^R&/ l t . The gas is a mixture of isobutane and propa
we then haveDg'531026 m2/s atT'21.5 °C@38#. Once
again, ^R& is estimated by the parabolic law~1!. As the
bubble size distribution is quite large, we recall that^h& is an
average value. Forf 537 kHz and at the beginning of foam
coarsening,̂h&'3; for long aging times and higher frequen
cies,^h&'12. Thus the bubble diameter is, in general, larg
4-10
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than the thermal boundary layer. We observe that for
smaller values of̂ h&2, the data collapse on a single curv
This collapse also corresponds to the smaller values ofal.
For higher values of̂h&2, al seems to increase withf. A
possible explanation is that when we increase the freque
the scattering contribution of the larger bubbles to the so
attenuation becomes important. The crossover between
different behaviors is obtained for^h&2'40.

We note that from Eq.~16! we expectal}1/̂ h& for
^h&@1. This means that for a large enough frequency,al
should decrease witht, which is not observed experimentall
We think that this is in part due to the large polydispersity
the bubble size distribution. In fact, we expect a maxim
attenuation per wavelength forh;1, which can be inter-
preted as a thermal resonance conditionl t;R. Thus, at fixed
frequency, the bubbles that satisfy this thermal resona
condition are those that attenuate most effectively the in
dent sound wave. Due to foam coarsening, the bubble
distribution becomes larger with time. However, the small
bubbles are continuously shrinking before disappearing d
ing the coarsening process. Thus, there always exist bub
that satisfy the resonance condition even at high freque
On the other side, for the larger bubbles, the scattering c
tribution to the sound attenuation becomes important. Th
two mechanisms lead to an increase ofal with time.

B. Effective sound velocity

Our first observation is that the value of the sound vel
ity is much smaller that the velocities of both components
the foam, which is expected from the high contrast of aco
tic properties between the components of the foam. As it w
become clear after this discussion, the most important
perimental observations are the following:~i! The sound
speed evolves as the foam coarsens.~ii ! The initial value ofc
is markedly higher than that estimated with Wood’s formu
~3!. ~iii ! Velocity dispersion is observed for long times; aft
2 h of foam coarsening,c is clearly a decreasing function o
f. These results show that the sound speed depends o
foam structure in a nontrivial way, and we will now discu
them in more detail.

We can indeed try to estimate the sound velocity
means of the effective-medium approximation. We u
Wood’s formula, given by Eq.~3!. The foam average densit
is ^r&'0.076 g/cm3, and we can consider the average co
pressibility to bê x&'fxg , wheref'0.924 is the average
gas volume fraction andxg'1/gPo is the adiabatic com-
pressibility of the gas. Here,Po is the atmospheric pressur
andg is the ratio of specific heats. As the gas is a mixture
isobutane and propane, we approximateg'1.1 for T
'21.5 °C @38#. Thus, xg'8.831026 Pa21, and we find
ceff'40 m/s, which is of the order of magnitude of the me
sured values. For fresh foams the sound velocity has ne
theless a value of 65 m/s, which is'60% higher than the
estimated value. This seems to be contradictory, becaus
the beginning of the foam evolution the conditionl@^R& is
better satisfied than for large foam ages, so we would ex
the effective-medium estimation to work better at short fo
ages. The difference between the predicted and the meas
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values ofc has already been noted by Gol’dfarbet al. @20#,
and it seems that there is a systematic deviation in som
the measured values compared to the adiabatic approx
tion given by Eq.~3!. Nevertheless, some experimental r
sults presented in Ref.@20# agree with Eq.~3!. This confus-
ing result was already pointed out in the introduction of th
paper. We note that Gol’dfarbet al.did not take into accoun
the foam coarsening. No attention at all was drawn to the
of the foam when the measurements were done. Our m
surements indicate that the valuec'40 m/s can be observe
if the foam coarsens for long enough time. However, ther
an important difference between the estimated and the m
sured values ofc for fresh foams.

The estimation given by Wood’s formula must be cons
ered as a leading order approximation. In fact, we have fo
that the effective sound velocity evolves with time, and th
aspect is not considered at all in this effective-medium
proach. We know that for the first hours of foam coarsen
the average densitŷr& does not vary significantly with time
We must then consider the dependence of the compressib
on the foam structure. In particular, for short foam ages,
expect that the effective compressibility should be low
roughly by a factor 2.5 with respect tof/gPo .

It is well known that the presence of surfactant molecu
gives elastic properties to liquid films@39,40#. This elasticity
is caused by the redistribution of the surfactants between
free surface and the bulk of the liquid during a deformati
process. When the deformations are slow, this elasticity
called Gibbs elasticity. Thus, during a slow deformation, t
surfactant molecules have time to diffuse out to the surfa
There is then a thermodynamic equilibrium between the s
face and the bulk surfactant concentrations. On the contr
if the deformation is fast, the elasticity is called Marango
elasticity, and in this case the surfactant molecules do
have time to migrate from the bulk to the free surface. In t
case, the deformation changes the film’s surface but the n
ber of surfactant molecules at the surface stays cons
When the liquid film is stretched, the surfactant surface c
centration is then reduced and the surface tension increa
It is the extra surface tension that tends to reduce the sur
deformation.

The terms ‘‘slow’’ and ‘‘fast’’ must be compared to a dif
fusion time scale. In fact, it is the timetD5h2/Dch that
characterizes the diffusive motion of the surfactant m
ecules~hereh is the liquid film thickness andDch is a chemi-
cal diffusion constant!. Typically, for 1-mm-thick films,tD is
of the order of 0.01 s@40#. However, due to contaminations
tD can increase up to 1 s@39#. It is then clear that for the
explored acoustic frequencies, it is the Marangoni elastic
that could be important. For small surfactant concentratio
the Gibbs and Marangoni elastic constants are of the s
order, EG'EM'80 mN/m @40#. For large concentrations
the Marangoni elasticity dominates, the value ofEM being
smaller than in the small concentration limit.

We can then consider that the foam liquid matrix has el
tic properties. The problem of sound propagation throug
liquid-elastic matrix with gas inclusions resembles ve
much that of a porous fluid-filled solid media~in our case the
fluid is the gas and the porous ‘‘solid’’ medium is the liquid
4-11
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elastic skeleton!. In fact, sound propagation through the
kind of heterogeneous systems has been widely studied.
semiphenomenological Biot theory is considered as the m
general effective-medium theory for two-component syste
and it has been shown to have a tremendous predic
power @41#. To our knowledge, this is the only effective
medium theory that considers explicitly the existence o
skeleton elasticity, and it is therefore interesting to see un
which circumstances we can apply this theory to our fo
samples. In the Biot theory there are four basic assumpt
@41#: ~i! the system can be described by two displacem
fields, ~ii ! there is no force due to relative displacements
the centers of mass of the two constituents,~iii ! the fluid ~in
our case the gas! neither creates nor reacts to shear forc
~iv! sound attenuation is solely due to viscous damping c
ated by the relative motion of both constituents. To apply t
theory to our foams, the main problems are given by assu
tions ~ii ! and ~iv!. In fact, assumption~ii ! presumes that the
fluid is interconnected throughout the sample, which is
the case in a foam. On the other hand, assumption~iv! ne-
glects the possibility of thermal damping, which we know
dominant for the high frequencies explored by our expe
ments. However, it is easy to show that point~ii ! can be
completely relaxed if both constituents are described by
same displacement field, such that there is no relative mo
between the gas and the liquid; as it has already been sh
this is the case for our foam samples because bubbles
highly coupled by viscous forces. This has another con
quence, which is the elimination of dissipative terms in B
theory, since the only damping source is given by veloc
differences at the boundaries of both constituents.

Thus, the main problem is that Biot theory does not co
sider thermal attenuation. However, we note that in the
frequency experimentspmax decreases very slowly during th
explored aging times, by approximately a factor of 1.6 af
8 h of coarsening. This has to be compared to the reduc
of pmax by a factor of 50 observed after only 2 h of coarsen-
ing for f 537 kHz. If we assume that at low frequencie
thermal damping dominates the acoustic attenuation, then
f 55 kHz, al}^R&2v is of order 0.03, 0.07, and 0.1 fo
aging times of 20 min, 2 h and 4 h, respectively. Thus, ou
low frequency experiments can be considered as almost
dissipative. We can then apply the low frequency results
the Biot theory. In this limit, both constituents are describ
by the same displacement field and two nondissipa
propagating modes are predicted@41#, a transverse mode an
a longitudinal one, with speeds given by

ct
25

N

^r&
, cl

25
H

^r&
~23!

with

H5
Ks1@f~Ks /K f !2~11f!#Kb

12f2Kb /Ks1f~Ks /K f !
1

4

3
N, ~24!

wheref is the fluid volume fraction.Ks andK f are the bulk
elastic moduli of the solid and the fluid as if they were h
mogeneous and isotropic. Thus, in the case of a foam,Ks
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→1/x l andK f→1/xg , andf is the gas volume fraction.Kb
and N are the bulk and shear elastic moduli of the skele
frame ~liquid-elastic matrix!. In general, they are indepen
dent of the fluid in the pores@41#. N can be then identified a
the shear modulus of the foam, previously noted bym, but
for a foamm}s/^R& @23,24# and the surface tensions de-
pends on the gas. On the other hand, the first term ofH can
be then identified as the elastic bulk modulus, which
denoted byK in Sec. III A. For a foamK@m, and we can
then consider that the first term of the right-hand side of E
~24! is dominant. The form of this term is not obvious, b
we can show that in the limit of a very weak skeleton, su
thatKb /Ks→0 andKb /K f→0, Eq.~24! then takes the form

H'
1

fxg1~12f!x l
, ~25!

and the longitudinal sound velocitycl takes the form of
Wood’s formula~2!. In the case of a foam, where the elas
properties of the liquid films can be important, we have

H'
1

fxg
~11fxgKb!, ~26!

where we have neglected terms of orderx l /xg . Thus, the
skeleton elastic modulusKb increases the foam’s effectiv
bulk modulus, and thus the effective sound speed.

We now proceed to estimateKb . It is known that pure
liquid films ~without surfactants! can propagate in both anti
symmetrical and symmetrical wave modes@40#. However,
the symmetrical mode is more difficult to observe becaus
involves viscous motion of the liquid from the nodes to t
antinodes. In a liquid film with surfactant molecules, t
variation of thickness is coupled to the variation of the s
face density of the surfactant molecules. The correspond
waves propagate at a velocityvM5A2EM /r lh @40#, whereh
is the film thickness. We can therefore define the liquid fi
elastic modulus asKb'2EM /h.

The final step is to relateh to the mean bubble radiu
^R(t)&. As the total foam surface decreases with time and
liquid content is constant,h should increase with time. In
addition, as the foam structure is dominated by a sin
length scale, a linear relationh}^R(t)& is expected. We then
estimate an average value ofh by assuming that each bubb
is surrounded by a liquid film of thicknessh/2 ~thickness per
bubble!. The gas volume fraction is then

f'
^R~ t !&3

^R~ t !1h~ t !/2&3
. ~27!

Thus, forf'0.924,^h(t)&5B^R(t)&, with B'5.3431022.
The effective skeleton elastic modulus is therefore

Kb'
2EM

B^R~ t !&
. ~28!

We then find that the foam’s effective bulk modulu
given by Eq. ~26!, evolves with time, which explains th
4-12
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time dependence of the measured sound velocity. In f
using Eqs.~23!, ~26!, and~28!, we find that the longitudina
sound speed takes the form

S cl~ t !

cw
D 2

511
a

A11b~ t2to!
~29!

with cw5AgPo /f^r&'40 m/s, which is Wood’s value o
the effective sound speed, and

a5
2fEM

BgPo^Ro&
, ~30!

b5
A

^Ro&
2

. ~31!

As before,A'5.07 mm2/min and ^Ro&'14 mm, thus b
'0.026 min21.

We then present in Fig. 7 the time evolution of the expe
mental values of (c/cw)2 for f 55 and 37 kHz. This quantity
represents the foam’s elastic bulk modulus, normalized
gPo /f. As discussed before, for early times of coarseni
this bulk modulus is a factor 2.5 higher thangPo /f. In the
frame of the Biot theory we can understand this fact by
importance of the liquid matrix intrinsic elasticity, whic
turns out to be of the same order asgPo /f. The continuous
lines are fits of Eq.~29! for t,240 min, where botha andb
are adjustable parameters. We observe that for the lower
quency, the fit is quite good. In this case we also show
long time extrapolation of the fit~dashed line!. The long time
departure is caused by the average density reduction du
drainage. Atf 537 kHz the fit seems to deviate significant
for t*100 min, the experimental values being lower th
those predicted by the fit and this is observed for all the h

FIG. 7. Time evolution of (c/cw)2 for f 55 (L) and 37 (s)
kHz. The continuous lines correspond to fits of the fo
@c(t)/cw#2511a/A11b(t2to) for t,240 min ~see Table I for
the values ofa andb). The dashed line shows the extrapolation
the fit for f 55 kHz.
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frequency measurements. This is surely caused by the br
down of the nondissipative approximation made to obt
Eq. ~23!. Table I shows that for lowf the fitted values ofb
approach the expected valueb'0.026 1/min, confirming
that we can apply the Biot theory to our low frequency r
sults. On the other hand, the fitted values ofa at low fre-
quency giveEM'60 mN/m. In spite of the rather roug
estimation ofB, this value is in good agreement with thos
found in the literature for the Marangoni elastic constant
the large surfactant concentration limit@39#.

Before concluding this discussion, we will estimate t
sound velocity of transverse waves. This is motivated by
experimental results of Sunet al. @18#. They effectively show
that a foam can propagate as a transverse acoustic wave
note that their measurements were performed in the
quency range 20–200 Hz. Compared to our measuremen
the longitudinal velocity, they report a much lower transve
velocity, ct53.160.4 m/s. Unfortunately, they give little in
formation about the foam characteristics. For example,
mean bubble size and the bubble size distribution are
reported. Nevertheless, they do mention the average den
3164 kg/m3. As the liquid they used is a mixture of dis
tilled water and glycerine, we have approximatelyr l
51 g/cm3, so the average gas volume fraction isf'0.97.
They also indicate that their measurements were done
1-h-old foams. On the other hand, Cohen-Addadet al. have
studied the viscoelastic response of a coarsening foam@24#,
using Gillette shaving foams. They measured the temp
evolution of both elastic shear and loss moduli in the f
quency range 0.04–3 Hz. For a foam age of 15 min,m
increases slowly withf from 400 to 500 Pa. By Eq.~23!, we
havect5Am/^r&. Considering that̂r&'76 kg/m3, we ob-
tain thatct increases slowly between 2.3 and 2.6 m/s withf.
This value is very close to that found by Sunet al.; taking
into account the differences of the foams, this may be
coincidence. The important point is that our estimation giv
a good order of magnitude and we expect to find this va
for our own foam samples. Finally, the difference in mag
tude between the estimated values ofct and the measured
longitudinal sound velocity is very important. As noted b
fore, it corresponds to a factor 700 between bulk and sh
elastic moduli.

In conclusion, we have shown that frequency-depend
acoustic measurements can be used to probe foam coa
ing. This is due to the high contrast of thermal and acou

TABLE I. Parameters of the fit@c(t)/cw#2 given by Eq.~29!.
The fourth column presents the regression coefficients.

f ~kHz! a b(min21) Rc

2 1.4260.01a 0.02060.001 0.985
5 1.3360.01 0.02260.001 0.999
37 1.0160.05 0.03860.005 0.977
63 1.0460.08 0.04060.006 0.961
84 1.0360.07 0.03860.006 0.959

aThis frequency corresponds to a single experimental run, w
^r&50.071 g/cm3. f andcw are then corrected.
4-13
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properties at the liquid-gas interface within the foam, wh
leads to a dominant thermal dissipation. We have also
served that sound velocity depends on the structure of
foam even in the large wavelength regime. This is explain
by considering the liquid matrix elasticity, which is related
Marangoni’s elasticity. A simple model of foam structur
combined with the low frequency Biot theory, gives bo
good qualitative and quantitative agreement with our exp
mental results in the low frequency regime.
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